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Abstract. UML is the main modeling language used in model-driven development (MDD). In many cases, UML-based modeling systems need to be extended by plug-ins to support different modeling approaches. This paper proposes a conceptual framework for model-driven development of plug-ins, which enables reuse of UML modeling capabilities for defining executable plug-in models. This approach suggests that UML-based modeling system should provide for their users a set of extension profiles that make up Application Modeling Interface (AMI), which is MDD alternative to Application Programming Interface (API). The paper describes three cases of AMI – model validation, methodology wizards, and model patterns – and sample plug-in models based on them. The presented samples are implemented in MagicDraw, which is one of the most popular UML-based modeling systems worldwide. The paper also discusses the benefits and drawbacks of the proposed approach and its further research directions.
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1. Introduction

The plug and play architecture is a well-known approach to building integrated devices that are extendible with plug-in components supporting defined interfaces. This approach has been successfully adopted in software industry. Many software products provide open API (Application Programming Interface), which allows its users to implement custom plug-ins adding missing capabilities to the product functionality. In some cases, the open API offers only small set of possibilities, and in other cases the products have a core platform with rich open API for adding plug-ins. The latter approach has been successfully implemented in Eclipse platform [6] and was one of the main reasons why it quickly became the most popular toolkit for software developers [18]. For those systems that have a very large and non-homogenous user base, it is extremely important to provide extension mechanisms so that the users can implement capabilities for their specific needs themselves. Such extension mechanisms are very important in modeling systems, because modeling approaches vary a lot between organizations and there are little standardization in modeling methods – instead standardization bodies focus on languages like Unified Modeling Language (UML), Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN), System Modeling Language (SysML) and others that are independent of particular modeling approach or application domain. As a consequence, modelers applying these languages typically have to tailor the modeling systems to support their modeling approach and extend the languages for their domain needs. Taking into consideration a huge and non-homogenous modelers base, the ease of developing these extensions are critical not only to success of modeling system products but also to the success of MDD paradigm itself – any good initiative can fail if there are no proper tools in practice.

In 2003, Object Management Group (OMG) introduced the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative, which promoted using modeling as the main means for producing executable software [33]. At that time, Unified Modeling Language (UML) was already considered to be de facto standard in software modeling and it has maintained this position until now. Many commercial and open source modeling systems using UML as the built-in metamodel have been developed. The most popular modeling systems such as MagicDraw, IBM Rational Software Architect, Enterprise Architect and others provide open Application Programming Interface (API) enabling users to create plug-ins for addressing their custom needs. A large number of such plug-ins have been created for practical or research purposes. However, API defines programming, not modeling interface. From the perspective of MDA, vendors of the modeling systems should practice the well-known “eat your own dog food”
2. Related Works

In this section, we will discuss the works related to the topic of the paper. This paper introduces a novel approach, which to our knowledge was not concisely analyzed and described previously. However, it builds on the top of existing approaches of model-driven development and extends systems via plug-in architecture and combines these two approaches to enable development and extending systems via plug-in architecture on top of existing approaches of model-driven analysis and described previously. However, it builds on approaches, which to our knowledge was not concisely developed based on that platform. Using plug-in architecture, existing applications can be extended without base modification to support new file formats, customer devices, or processing abilities. The foundations of plug-in architecture were described in detail by Marquardt [30], who identified the major concepts of plug-in architecture and the relations among them. The state of the art of plug-in architecture implementation in software might be seen in Eclipse platform [6]. Eclipse plug-in implementation structure consists of a plug-in implementation library and plug-in contract defined as plugin.xml file. The plug-in implementation logic and its contract definition are essential for model-driven plug-ins architecture as well.

Model-driven development (MDD) is a software engineering approach consisting of the application of models and model technologies seeking to raise the level of abstraction at which developers create and evolve software, with the goal of both simplifying (making easier) and formalizing (standardizing, so that automation is possible) the various activities and tasks that comprise the software life cycle [20].

Current research shows that the model-driven development is successfully applied in context of various architectures, implementation platforms and software development processes. MDD has been used in mobile application development for specifying and generating user interface components and navigation schemas [10, 8], for developing interactive dynamic web applications [4, 5, 15], for developing generic graphical user interface [31], automated user interface [43, 44] and system behavior testing [2]. MDD is successfully applied for developing service-oriented systems [47], embedded systems [34], distributed systems [1] and real-time systems [24] as well. Moreover, there are already applications of MDD where models are used as configuration of model-based software system extensions. Metamodels are widely used for configuring domain specific engines and environments such as model visual or textual editors [11, 27, 37, 38, 42]. For instance, automatic text completion feature in text editors of openarchitectureware [9] provides elements and their properties as described in EMF based metamodels [39]. The modeling environment of MetaEdit+ modeling system also follows the modeler defined language definition stored as a metamodel and automatically provides modeler with full modeling functionality: diagramming editors, browsers, and code generators [42].

Metamodels are also successfully used for specifying interfaces for model interchange among different modeling systems. The input and output data type of so called model bridges or model buses is elegantly configured by metamodels [1, 3, 7, 22, 23]. There are also successful cases when models are used to define model transformation data and transformation algorithm of modeling systems. Willink has proposed UMLX, a language for graphically specifying transformations [46]. The researchers from University of Paderborn have developed Fujaba Tool Suite, which can be used for specifying model transformation flow using transformation graph chart [45]. Although...
Fujaba specification is not UML compliant, there is a successful Fujaba approach implementation using UML Activity diagram and AndroMDA code generation framework [35]. In this case, plug-in behavior is modeled using UML model and AndroMDA is used to generate plug-in executable code for specific UML modeling system.

UML-based modeling systems provide wide range of capabilities out-of-the-box in order to support different application domains and modeling approaches. However, typical modeler usually needs only a subset of capabilities provided by UML-based modeling systems. Moreover, modeler’s required domain or modeling methods might not be supported by UML-based modeling systems at all. The vendors of UML-based modeling systems have solved these issues by providing capabilities customization and extension mechanisms for tailoring UML-based modeling system for modeler specific needs.

Nowadays, the most popular UML-based modeling systems such as IBM Rational Software Architect [26], MagicDraw [29], and Enterprise Architect [40] might be customized and extended using plug-ins based on system provided Application Programming Interfaces (API). However, UML modeling systems already successfully use models for their capabilities customization and extension. For instance, model patterns in IBM Rational Software Architect are defined using UML Collaboration elements, DSL engine of MagicDraw is configured by stereotyped UML classes, custom diagrams and their toolbars might be modeled as metaclass with attributes in Enterprise Architect. However, in most cases these UML-based modeling systems use models as a part of the functionality and are not considered as the main mechanism for capabilities extension or customization. The main mechanism for capabilities extension or customization in UML-based modeling systems is still a plug-in development based on system API.

3. Conceptual Framework for Model Driven Plug-in Development

In Figure 1, we define major concepts that are used in model-driven plug-in development and their relationships in order to establish a common vocabulary for the further use. This vocabulary can be treated as a conceptual metamodel that will be instantiated by different concrete applications.

![Figure 1. A conceptual metamodel for model-driven plug-in development in UML-based modeling systems](image)

**UML-based modeling system** is a modeling environment, such as MagicDraw, IBM Rational Software Architect, and Enterprise Architect, which provides standard UML modeling capabilities. In order to support model-driven plug-in development, it needs to provide public access to a set of extension profiles that make up its Application Modeling Interface (AMI). Each extension profile should define a certain customization/extension point that is important for modelers, e.g. model validation rules, model transformation, model patterns, etc. The extension profile should be implemented using standard UML profiling capabilities (profiles, stereotypes, data types) that provide a necessary base for domain-specific language (DSL) definition [36]. A specific UML-based modeling system like MagicDraw may provide features for virtual transformation of UML profiles into first-class DSLs including important elements such as plug-in model completeness / correctness validation rules and custom diagrams enabling easier modeling [38]. When an extension profile is available as a part of AMI, a modeler can define plug-in models for specific modeling needs based on extension profiles. These plug-in models need to be executed by the UML-based modeling system. For achieving this, it should not only provide AMI realized as a set of extension profiles, but also provide a set of AMI enablers – plug-in model interpreters, one for each extension profile. In contrast to extension profiles that need to be directly used by the user, the plug-in model interpreters can be private internal features of UML-based modeling system. It is not necessary that all the available plug-in models are enabled at a particular time. Thus each plug-in model interpreter should keep
track of which plug-in models are enabled / loaded. Plug-in model interpreters should be implemented using the programming technologies used by the UML-based modeling system such as Java, C++ or .Net. In case an extensive open API is available, such plug-in model interpreters can be implemented as traditional code-driven plug-ins either by system vendors or users. Otherwise, they can be implemented as internal system features provided by system vendors. As plug-in model interpreter implementation is code-driven and dependent on a particular UML-based modeling system implementation technology and architecture, it is of no interest for further analysis in this paper. The extension profiles and plug-in models are defined based on standard UML capabilities, thus they are of interest in this paper.

In the next section, we will present three cases of model-driven plug-in development in UML-based modeling system MagicDraw focusing on extension profile and plug-in model definitions and illustrations how extension is enabled.

4. Model Driven Plug-in Development Applications in MagicDraw

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed conceptual framework, we have implemented in MagicDraw three cases of model-driven plug-in development capabilities: 1) model validation, providing capability to define custom rules for checking user model validation for completeness and correctness; 2) methodology wizard, providing capability to define custom step by step guidance for model content creation in form of wizard; 3) model patterns, enabling specification of model patterns and transformation for applying them in user models. These applications are very pragmatic (they are heavily used by MagicDraw users) and also rather different from each other. Therefore, they should serve as a good illustration of the proposed approach. In Figure 2, we present object diagram depicting these applications. We will focus on analysis of the object in the gray area, i.e. sample applications of model-driven plug-in development framework, as the upper part is product-specific and is out of scope of this paper.

4.1. Model Validation

UML modeling systems typically enforce the rules defined in UML metamodel. However, the models can be incomplete or inconsistent according to rules that need to be followed in specific modeling methods. As UML is method-independent language, the UML modeling systems do not enforce those method-dependent rules, which are not standardized and vary between many different methods. Therefore it is necessary to allow users to define their own model validation rules.

Model validation rules might be assembled into suites that can be used to validate a model or some part of it. The validation suite may be active, which enables immediate validation while user is modeling. Each validation rule must define comprehensive message for explaining invalid situations. The severity of non-conformance may differ between validation rules.

4.1.1. Extension Profile for Model Validation

Validation rules are typically modeled as constraints in UML. The proposed extension profile for model validation capability extension modeling is
depicted in Figure 3. It extends Package and Constraint elements for specifying validation suites and rules in the model. Validation rules are modeled as a UML Constraint with «ValidationRule» stereotype applied.

![Figure 3. Proposed extension profile for validation rules capability extension modeling](image)

Validation rule reuses Constraint properties name, constrainedElement, and specification. Validation rule constrainedElement property specifies model element for which this rule is applicable. When a UML metaclass is specified as a constrained element, the validation rule applies to all the UML elements that are instances of this metaclass. When a stereotype is specified as a constrained element, a validation rule applies to all the model elements that have this stereotype applied. When a classifier is specified as a constrained element, a validation rule applies to all the instance specifications of that classifier.

Validation rule specification property is used for specifying validation rule implementation expression. The expression might be written in Java [17] or in Object Constraint Language (OCL) [32].

The stereotype «ValidationRule» provides additional tag definitions abbreviation, errorMessage and implementation. The abbreviation tag is be used for specifying short name of the validation rule for grouping and filtering rules using validation user interface. The tag errorMessage defines the textual error message, which is displayed when invalid model element is found. The error message should explain the invalid situation and provide tips for solving it. The implementation tag is optional and used for specifying the Java class, which is used for validation rule implementation.

Validation rules might be composed into validation suites represented as packages with «ValidationSuite» or «ActiveValidationSuite» stereotype applied. Validation rules in simple validation suite are executed manually by the modeler on demand, however validation rules in active validation suite are executed automatically by the modeling system according to the model changes.

MagicDraw UML modeling system provides an Model Validation Interpreter (see Figure 2), which collects modeler created validation suites with validation rules from the models, parses their specifications and applies them for model elements validation.

4.1.2. Sample of Model Validation AMI Plug-in Model

Application of Validation Rules AMI Plug-in sample consists of the validation rule implementation for identifying “black hole” action in Activity diagrams. “Black hole” action is an action, which has no outgoing control flow relationships. Such an action does not specify the next action and stops the control flow at a dead-lock.

An OCL expression for checking if there is a control flow going out from an action is very simple:

```ocl
context Action inv BlackHoleAction:
  self.outgoing->size() > 0
```

The validation rule for “black hole” action is modeled as a constraint with «ValidationRule» stereotype applied and it is composed into a package Activity Completeness which represent the validation suite with stereotype «ValidationSuite» applied.

The OCL expression for checking action’s outgoing flows is specified in Constraint Specification property. The validation rule severity and error message are specified in additional properties added as tags of «ValidationRule» stereotype. When all of these properties are specified, modeler can validate his activities model according to the validation suite. A detection of a “black hole” action, which violates specified validation rule is depicted in Figure 4.

4.2. Methodology Wizards

Usually UML models are constructed visually drawing the elements in diagrams in an iterative manner. However, novice modelers often prefer to create model content using step-by-step wizard, which guides their modeling actions according a specific modeling methodology.
4.2.1. Extension Profile for Methodology Wizard

The AMI for Model Based Methodology Wizards provides the capability for preparing step-by-step modeling wizards in model driven way. Modeler may prepare required wizard by modeling it using special type of activity, which stereotyped actions represent the steps of the wizard.

The proposed extension profile for AMI plug-ins of methodology wizards modeling is shown in Figure 5. It provides four stereotypes for specifying possible wizard steps: for specifying root element name step («SpecifyNameStep»), providing element description step («ProvideDescriptionStep»), capture and relate elements steps («CaptureElementStep» and «RelateElementStep»). The stereotype «Wizard» specifies the activity itself, which represents the methodology wizard.

Each step type requires additional information for specifying how to enable user’s input and how the model should be constructed regarding given user’s input. This information is modeled using step stereotype tags. Wizard step stereotypes contain tags for specifying various step configuration properties and model element types available during the particular step.

4.2.2. Sample of Methodology Wizard AMI Plug-in Model

The following sample represents the implementation of the Methodology wizard AMI plug-in for step-by-step Use Case model creation. The Use Case model creation process consists of modeling system actors, use cases, and the relationships among them. The sample AMI plug-in model of methodology wizard for Use Case model creation and the graphical
wizard enabled by the methodology wizards model interpreter are presented in Figure 6.

The sample wizard contains seven steps modeled as stereotyped activity actions. The order of wizard steps is modeled by control flow between actions. The first and the last steps are specified by the initial and final nodes.

![Figure 6. The Activity of the wizard for Use Case model creation and a screenshot of enabled wizard in action](image)

### 4.3. Model Patterns

UML modeling systems provide implementation for various Java, JUnit, CORBA IDL, and XML Schema design patterns. A pattern may be applied on the target classifier for adding predefined classes and relationships between them. It may also visualize the created elements in the target diagram. The patterns functionality in UML modeling systems are typically implemented as a separate plug-in based on modeling system API. User may create new patterns and edit existing ones by using modeling system API. It is desirable to transform the current code-based approach for creating custom model patterns into a model-based one. Patterns structure, description and required model elements may be defined in a model.

There are many cases of model based pattern definitions already [28, 19, 14]. Most of them propose to use metamodels for pattern definitions [12, 25]. However, meta-modeling is an advanced technique and is not convenient for regular users as it does not represent concrete pattern elements but the metadata of its types. Another flexible approach for patterns definition modeling is based on UML collaboration element usage [41]. Collaboration element represents a pattern itself, while collaboration role types represent the elements involved into the pattern. However, collaborations roles are limited by UML and might be used to represent classifiers only. For instance, UML packages cannot be presented in pattern using collaborations. The proposed AMI solution for model-based pattern definitions is defined using stereotypes and is not limited as collaboration based patterns. It also uses concrete elements of the model and does not require any meta-modeling skills. Moreover, it provides a diagram for pattern elements representation and visual layout specification. The elements layout presented in pattern diagram specifies the layout of pattern elements in target diagram where pattern is applied.

#### 4.3.1. Extension Profile for Model Patterns

The proposed extension profile for AMI pattern plug-ins modeling is presented in Figure 7.
The pattern is modeled as a UML package with «Pattern» stereotype applied. Pattern package is used to keep elements that should be created in the model after applying pattern. The «Target» stereotype specifies the element on which pattern should be applied. The layout of the pattern elements next to the target element is defined in the diagram with «PatternDiagram» stereotype applied. The pattern textual description is modeled as a comment of a pattern package.

4.3.2. Sample of Model Patterns AMI Plug-in Model

The AMI pattern model for Adapter pattern [16] is displayed in Figure 8. Adapter pattern classes, their relationships and visual layout are modeled in class diagram with «PatternDiagram» applied.

The implementation of pattern business logic is modeled using activity diagram specified by the «Transformation» stereotype. The activity represents the pattern business logic as the flow of opaque actions. The body of opaque action contains executable code that actually implements the business logic of the pattern. The business logic of Adapter pattern is displayed in Figure 9.

The Adapter pattern business logic is described by two opaque actions. The first action selects all operations from the target class and pass them to the next action that actually copies selected operation to the Adapter class. The interpreter of pattern AMI plug-in interprets the pattern model and enables graphical user interface of the Pattern wizard (see Figure 10) for selecting and applying pattern.

Pattern description text presented in Pattern Wizard window is modeled using Comment element of pattern package. Pattern category tree in Pattern Wizard window reflects the structure of the pattern package and its parent packages in the model. Further steps of pattern wizard might be modeled as the actions of the transformation activity similar to the Methodology Wizards AMI described in previous Methodology Wizards section.
5. Benefits and Drawbacks of Model-Driven Plug-in Development in UML-Based Modeling Systems

The proposed model-driven plug-ins development approach based on AMI might be compared to the plug-ins development using traditional programming using API. Since the AMI is a higher model-based abstraction of API, its benefits and drawbacks naturally come out of model-driven development practices described by Hailpern and Tarr [20].

The plug-in development using AMI should raise the abstraction of development tasks to the modeling level that enables modelers to extend modeling system without programming skills. Moreover, modelers may develop AMI plug-ins by modeling them in modeler-friendly environment of UML-based modeling system without a need to prepare and learn integrated development environments for specific programming languages.

While experimenting with sample applications of model-driven plug-in development in MagicDraw, we have measured and compared time required for developing the same functionality plug-ins using AMI and API based approaches. The same AMI and API based versions of model validation and model pattern plug-ins were developed in MagicDraw modeling system. At this particular set of plug-ins developed in MagicDraw, the time required for AMI based plug-ins development was shorter by ~60% comparing to time required to develop similar API based plug-in. However, from this simple observation we cannot claim that the productivity of developing AMI based plug-ins should be so high because there are many factors, such as complexity of UML-based modeling system API, modeling and programming skills, modeling environment usability, plug-ins debugging, and later plug-in maintenance, which can influence the results and should be taken into account in case of scientific comparison that aims to provide objective measures. The comparison of plug-ins development time mentioned here only indicates a faster development of particular plug-ins in model-driven way within a specific context of particular developers (authors of the paper), particular UML-based modeling system (MagicDraw), and particular integrated development environment (Eclipse). Statistical research experiments still need to be performed in order to get robust improvement estimates.

While model-driven plug-in development has multiple benefits they do not come for free – it also creates a few drawbacks, such as:

- The exposed extension profiles enable defining plug-in models in a higher abstraction level compared to code based plug-ins, which makes it easier to develop but limits the flexibility and possible extension variations;
- Runtime interpretation of plug-in models is typically slower compared to executing binary code-driven plug-ins. However, this issue might be solved by replacing plug-in model interpreter with code generator, which would generate executable plug-in code out of the plug-in model as proposed by Schippers et al [35];
- Due to limitations of state-of-the-art UML-based modeling systems, it is more difficult to debug plug-in models compared to traditional code-driven plug-ins, which limits capabilities for building and maintaining complex plug-in models;
- Changing an extension profile requires changing plug-in model interpreters, thus each change in extension profile involves both modeling and programming technologies.

While the mentioned drawbacks are not critical and should not be show-stoppers for adopting this approach, it is important to take into consideration that the overall maturity of modeling practices and skills is much lower compared to programming and some disappointments about the proposed approach may come from abuse of modeling and UML in particular when designing extension profiles and creating plug-in models based on them.

It is also worth mentioning that model-driven plug-in development is already heavily used by MagicDraw R&D team, which applies it for implementing new product capabilities, and MagicDraw consultants and solution architects, who implement custom modeling solutions according to the custom needs of MagicDraw customers. This indicates that this approach is very pragmatic and is appreciated by the vendor itself.

6. Conclusions

The paper presented a novel approach to developing plug-ins in UML-based modeling systems taking into use model-driven development paradigm. The conceptual framework for practicing this approach was presented and illustrated by three different cases that were implemented in MagicDraw modeling system. From the work presented, we can draw the following conclusions:

- Model-driven development has significant advantages compared to traditional programming when applied to developing plug-ins for UML based modeling systems:
  - It enables modelers to develop custom capabilities applying their UML modeling skills and does not require knowledge, skills and tools for programming in languages like Java or C++;
  - It enables shorter plug-in development cycle because plug-in models can be built and directly interpreted inside the same UML modeling system as opposed to code based plug-ins that are typically developed in different development environments and require reboot of UML modeling system in order to enable the new functionality.
• Analysis of related works reveals that model-driven development is successfully applied in many domains, but the state of the art UML-based modeling systems provide traditional plug-in development capabilities that are based on programming and support only fragments of model-driven approach;

• In order to enable model-driven plug-in development, UML modeling systems need to provide UML-based alternative to Application Programming Interface (API), which we propose to call Application Modeling Interface (AMI). AMI should be exposed as a set of extension profiles that provide capabilities for developing plug-in models that can be executed by internal plug-in model interpreters;

• Sample AMI implementations for supporting custom model validation, methodology wizards, and model patterns plug-ins demonstrate that this approach is feasible;

• While there are a number of practical arguments why model-driven approach for plug-in development in UML modeling systems is beneficial, a further research needs to be conducted in order to get statistical evidence on productivity improvements comparing it to a traditional programming-based approach.

In the future, we plan to expand AMI usage in MagicDraw for other extension cases, and conduct additional research to get a more detailed comparison of model-driven vs. code-driven plug-in development. Also, it is necessary to investigate how the same approach could be adopted in other UML-based systems as well as in other types of software systems.
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